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The Coalition of CSOs and INGOs for Children’s SOGIESC Rights Thailand is composed of eight civil 
society organizations and international non-governmental organizations working to promote the 

rights of children with diverse SOGIESC: Save the Children Thailand, Plan International Thailand, 
ECPAT Foundation, World Vision Foundation of Thailand, The Life Skills Development Foundation (TLSDF), 

PYNA Organisation, Association of Children and Youth for the Peace in the Southernmost Provinces of 
Thailand (Luukrieang), The Foundation of Transgender Alliance for Human Rights2 
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Introduction: Laying the Groundwork  
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Friendly, Yet Urgent Reminder: Upholding Standards, Laws and Commitments in Thailand 
 

“All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the law. All are 
entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to 

such discrimination.” (Article 7, Universal Declaration on Human Rights) 
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Shedding Light on Situations faced by Children with Diverse SOGIESC 
 
Realising Children’s Agency, Mental Health and Recognition of SOGIESC 

“When transgender children or youth want to enter a contest or showcase their skills, the only choice is to write their 
sex assigned at birth. Transgender girls cannot join activities with other girls, for example, to compete in the Miss 

Noppamas contest.”   

 

Dek Chai/Nai  Dek Ying/Nang Sao/Nang
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Locating Oneself within the Family 

“Parents do not accept our identities. Some parents are conservative. They would say ‘I do not want my children to be 
the third gender.’ This has become a major problem at home.

 

 

“I once dressed like a girl in school. My mother cried, and I was told not to do it again.” 

 

Save the Children

Quality of Life and 
Law Journal. 

Save the Children



“My gay cousin was told by a family member that if he does not change, they will cut his penis.
This is a form of sexual harassment
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Recommendations 
 

Navigating Challenges in School 
 
“The school tells students not to get too close to the “third gender.”  My friend, who was supposed to be someone whom 

I trust, obeyed this teaching and did not accept me. I want my friend to accept me for who I am.” 

 
 

“School is not safe for a child – being violently abuse i.e, taking off pants, taking inappropriate photos, neglecting by 
teachers. The roles of girls and boys are determined by the teacher”                              
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Confronting Norms set by Communities and Societies 
 
“In my community, there are distinct activities for men and women. For example, they make us fall in line with either 
male or female. When katoey or girls with short hair wanted to join the line, people in the community looked at us as 

strange. They discriminate against us and say we are different. We are outraged and offended!”  

 
 

“Adults do not listen to the opinions of children in the community. Children do not have the right the speak; adults do 
not listen.
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Save the Children



“I am afraid that I will not be able to find a job because of who I am.
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Battling the Adverse Effects of Cyberspace 

“ LGBTIQ+ people get insults on Facebook. People constantly commented, asking me why I am not dating men and 
who is going to take care of me when I’m old.  I am judged because my relationship is different from ‘ordinary people.’  

This is making me feel bad.” 
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Stateless Children with diverse SOGIESC 

 

“A young ‘katoey’38 wants to take classes in cosmetic or dressmaking but no one supports her. Her family disagrees 
and on top of that, the law does not allow. She may be able to do well but certain jobs are restricted to those with Thai 

citizen only

 

 

Recommendations 
 

Feeling the Wrath of COVID-19 

“I live in the village in Fang Village in Chiang Mai. I come from a poor ethnic group. COVID-19 made our life 
much more difficult. Many people lost their jobs and sources of income. We did not get any remedies  

from the Thai government because I don’t have any IDs and social insurance. We know that there is a 
policy for remedy, but we cannot access it. This money is from our tax. We deserve to enjoy benefits and 
rights. The government should provide welfare to everyone, including ethic groups and people living at 

the margins.” 
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